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CORONAVIRUS –PT 26: CASHLESS, TRACK AND 
TRACE, HR 6666, TRACE ACT 

 
I found the video that had the lady talking about getting rid of cash.  Listen to this 
you guys: 
 
*Please play from 15:32 to 19:14 On a 3-way zoom call, one guy had a background 
that said World Government Summit Covid-19 & Government.  A lady on that call 
said one of the greatest obstacles they have for growth is cash.  This lady is talking 
about their plans to get rid of cash.  She says it is just in the way and they can 
make more money when they do away with it.  They want to purposely disrupt 
cash.  She said eliminating cash would catapult the eco system for sure.  They said 
it costs the economy when people use cash.  She said their needs to be a 
disruption in “fin-tech” which is financial technology.  She said if you can disrupt 
cash you will evolve as the next “unicorn” company.  That means of $ 1 billion + as 
a company.  ((Unicorn is a mystical creature or new age creature that the 
luciferians like.))  She ended by saying that eliminating cash will boost the 
economy.*(about 4 min’s) 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=N81ve_NH7-c 
 
HR 6666, TRACE ACT or TRACK-N-TRACE 
 
I touched on this briefly in part 22.  Let’s look deeper into this now.  First off, you 
can’t miss the 6’s here.  The luciferians love their 6’s because 666 is the number 
of their god, lucifer. This plandemic is highly coded. 
 
Thank you Amy Danielle for sharing an e-mail from NVIC (National Vaccine 
Information Center) with me which I’m about to share with you all. 
 

Dear NVIC Advocacy Team Members, 

H.R. 6666, otherwise known as the COVID–19 Testing, Reaching, And Contacting 
Everyone (TRACE) Act, was introduced and referred to the House Committee on 
Energy and Commerce on 5/1/2020. 

Summary 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=N81ve_NH7-c
https://www.congress.gov/bill/116th-congress/house-bill/6666?q=%7B%22search%22%3A%5B%22HR+6666%22%5D%7D&r=1&s=1
https://www.congress.gov/committee/house-energy-and-commerce/hsif00?searchResultViewType=expanded&KWICView=false
https://www.congress.gov/committee/house-energy-and-commerce/hsif00?searchResultViewType=expanded&KWICView=false
https://www.congress.gov/committee/house-energy-and-commerce/hsif00?searchResultViewType=expanded&KWICView=false
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H.R. 6666 provides 100 billion dollars this year and unlimited federal funding in 
future years to create and operate a massive and likely unconstitutional 
surveillance, testing, and tracing enforcement system under the guise of 
“protecting” Americans against coronavirus. 

H.R. 6666 is a federal funding bill. It proposes to create a surveillance 
infrastructure that can be used by the federal government, as well as local and 
state governments and private businesses, to require medical testing and tracking 
of all citizens in violation of fundamental civil liberties as set forth in the Bill of 
Rights, which include the first 10 amendments to the  U.S. Constitution designed 
to protect individual rights and limit the power of the government. 

H.R. 6666 lacks safeguards and conditions related to funding of the proposed 
surveillance operation to prevent it from being applied to intrusive programs 
mandating testing and surveillance without an individual’s voluntary consent. If 
this legislation is passed by Congress and enacted into law, it could lead to denial 
of an individual’s right to appear in public spaces and travel; the right to 
employment and education or participation in government-funded services, and 
the right to receive care in a government funded hospital or other any other 
medical facility. 

H.R. 6666 specifically allows for funded entities to home quarantine a person 
against their will, even while they are healthy. Once a vaccine is available, the 
testing and tracing results potentially could be used to force individuals to be 
injected with a COVID-19 vaccine against their will. 

According to a Press Release from the sponsor Congressman Bobby L. Rush, 
“Reopening our economy and getting back to normal will be all but impossible if 
we do not step up our testing efforts and implement robust and widespread 
contact tracing,” said Rep. Rush.  “Until we have a vaccine to defeat this dreaded 
disease, contact tracing in order to understand the full breadth and depth of the 
spread of this virus is the only way we will be able to get out from under this.” 

The Devil is in the Details 

H.R. 6666 would allow The Secretary of Health and Human Services (HHS), acting 
through the Director of the Centers for Disease Control and Prevention (CDC), to 
award federal grants to eligible entities to conduct diagnostic testing for COVID–
19, to trace and monitor the contacts of infected individuals, and to support the 

https://rush.house.gov/media-center/press-releases/rush-introduces-bipartisan-legislation-to-fund-100-billion-coronavirus
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quarantine of such contacts. Through the use of mobile health units, as necessary, 
individuals would be tested and provided with services related to testing and 
quarantine at their residences. 

The amount of money appropriated for fiscal year 2020 would be 
$100,000,000,000 (one hundred billion dollars) and more money may be 
appropriated by Congress as necessary for any subsequent fiscal year during 
which the emergency period continues. 

A grant recipient may use the federal grant funds, in support of the above 
referenced activities to hire, train, compensate, and pay the expenses of 
individuals; and to purchase personal protective equipment and other supplies. 

H.R. 6666 Does Not Guarantee Privacy 

Section 2 (e) of H.R. 6666 is entitled “Federal Privacy Requirements”, but it does 
little to protect privacy. It states that “Nothing in this section shall be construed to 
supersede any Federal privacy or confidentiality requirement, including the 
regulations promulgated under section 264(c) of the Health Insurance Portability 
and Accountability Act of 1996 (Public Law 104–191; 110 Stat. 2033) and section 
543 of the Public Health Service Act (42 U.S.C. 290dd–2).  

In actuality, H.R. 6666 offers few privacy protections for Americans who will be 
surveilled and tested without their consent under programs funded with this 
grant. In fact, Americans can expect their privacy to be violated under TRACE 
funded programs. That is because the Health Insurance Portability and 
Accountability Act of 1996 (HIPAA) 45 CFR 164.512(b)(1)(i) has always allowed 
disclosure of private health information to government officials and other 
government approved entities including foreign governments without the 
knowledge or consent of the individual for the purpose of conducting public 
health surveillance, investigations or interventions. 

Bill of Rights Cannot Be Suspended During A “Public Health Crisis” 

The Bill of Rights in the U.S. Constitution cannot be set aside by the federal 
government or state governments during pandemics or other public health 
emergencies. In The United States Statement of Interest in Support of Plaintiffs, 
filed by the Department of Justice (DOJ) in a case last month in which church 

https://www.gpo.gov/fdsys/pkg/PLAW-104publ191/pdf/PLAW-104publ191.pdf
http://uscode.house.gov/quicksearch/get.plx?title=42&section=290dd-2
https://www.hhs.gov/sites/default/files/ocr/privacy/hipaa/understanding/special/publichealth/publichealth.pdf
https://www.hhs.gov/hipaa/for-professionals/privacy/guidance/disclosures-public-health-activities/index.html
https://www.justice.gov/opa/press-release/file/1268651/download
https://news.bloomberglaw.com/us-law-week/church-sues-mississippi-city-for-breaking-up-drive-in-service
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goers attending a drive-in sermon were issued citations for violating an executive 
order in Mississippi, the DOJ stated; 

“There is no pandemic exception, however, to the fundamental liberties the 
Constitution safeguards. Indeed, “individual rights secured by the Constitution do 
not disappear during a public health crisis.” In re Abbott, --- F.3d ---, 2020 WL 
1685929, at *6 (5th Cir. Apr. 7, 2020). These individual rights, including the 
protections in the Bill of Rights made applicable to the states through the 
Fourteenth Amendment, are always in force and restrain government action.” 

H.R. 6666 sets the stage for multiple violations of our constitutional rights. 

The 4th Amendment right of American citizens is to be secure in their persons, 
houses, papers and effects against unreasonable searches and seizures. The 
proposed law would provide government funding of entities that create and 
implement programs to trace and monitor healthy people potentially exposed to 
the coronavirus. However, the bill does not allow individuals to exercise their 
Constitutional right to be safe in their homes free from warrantless government 
intrusion, and does not provide for voluntary refusal of testing and monitoring by 
a government funded entity. The bill also does not set forth how the contacts of 
persons with COVID-19 will be traced and whether the Constitutional rights of 
those infected with COVID-19, as well as their contacts, will be upheld. 

The 5th Amendment of the U.S. Constitution guarantees that no person shall be 
deprived of life, liberty, or property, without due process of law. This legislation 
provides government funding of entities that will enforce testing and potentially 
enforce vaccination of healthy individuals, who are suspected of having come into 
contact with COVID-19 positive persons whether or not they are exhibiting 
symptoms, without requiring the voluntary consent of the individual. 

The  8th Amendment prohibits cruel and unusual punishment of citizens.  The 
proposed law provides government funding to entities that will create and 
implement programs that trace, monitor and support the enforced quarantine of 
healthy individuals, who are suspected of coming into contact with COVID-19 
persons, whether or not they are exhibiting symptoms and whether or not they 
may already be immune. 

The 9th Amendment of the U.S. Constitution bestows upon the people rights not 
specifically set forth in the Constitution. H.R. 6666 provides funding for entities to 

https://aboutblaw.com/Qat
https://aboutblaw.com/Qat
https://aboutblaw.com/Qat
https://usconstitution.net/xconst_Am4.html
https://usconstitution.net/xconst_Am5.html
https://usconstitution.net/xconst_Am8.html
https://usconstitution.net/xconst_Am9.html
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create and implement undefined “related activities” to COVID-19 testing and 
unnamed “other purposes.” 

H.R. 6666 should be opposed because it provides federal funding to entities to 
create and enforce unrestricted surveillance, testing, tracing and quarantine 
mechanisms and has no set end date. There is simply no way to know how 
many inalienable rights protected under the U.S. Constitution could be infringed 
upon or taken away from citizens if this bill becomes law.  

 
Look at this part of HR 6666:  To authorize the Secretary of Health and Human 
Services to award grants to eligible entities to conduct diagnostic testing for 
COVID-19, and related activities such as contact tracing, through mobile health 
units and, as necessary, at individuals’ residences, and for other purposes.  “Other 
purposes” is pretty vague and wide open for their wicked schemes. 
 
This next video is going to give us a clearer picture of how they are going to use 
this Trace Act. 
 
*Please play from 1:02 to 9:53 and from 14:44 to 15:05 and from 23:41 to 24:20 
This video shows Ireland’s covid-app and track-n-trace plans.  It is an app that will 
be on your phone where you will have to show it at places that require to know if 
you are negative for covid.  They show a check point scene with Will Smith from 
the movie “I Am Legend.”  He is scanned and found to be healthy but his wife 
doesn’t pass her scan and the military is detaining her.  Then Will’s character pulls 
rank and makes them scan her again and this time she gets a clear signal and is 
able to pass through.  The idea with the covid app is that you will eventually have 
to show that you are not positive for covid in order to participate in society.  They 
show how they are using these apps in China and a guy received a code red for no 
reason.  He had to quarantine and then a few days later for no reason his code 
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turned green and he could participate in society again.  All of this information is 
said to be a government app or program but is at the same time reported to 
police too.  The police are receiving this information instantly.  They show how 
the tests on the app will expire and this will force people to constantly be 
retesting to get an updated digital health certificate.  They show another quick 
covid test that also works with an app.  Then they show a man that is locked in a 
high rise building with other people even though he has tested negative he is not 
allowed to leave the building.  Police are keeping him shut in. / The app is going to 
work in harmony with government contact tracing apps and contact tracers.  
When a vaccine is available you will be able to display your vaccination status.  
The app has a diary where you can keep a record of your travels and events you 
have attended. / They show police using drones to police people. Shows a man 
being interrogated for speaking against the government.*(about 10 min’s) 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=N81ve_NH7-c 
 
Thank you Monica C. for sharing that with us. 
 
Remember we talked early on in this series about COVID and someone was saying 
it stood for: certificate of vaccination identification.  It’s making more sense as we 
move along in this plandemic. 
 
Notice how the checkpoint scene from the movie “I Am Legend” was chaotic and 
high stress.  The sick woman was just trying to get someone to take her baby to 
get it to safety and no one wanted to.  Then Will and his wife were separated and 
the military was flexing its muscles to split up his family.  Only because he pulled 
rank did they shoot her again with the temperature gun and she was cleared to 
move through.  Remember they always show us their plans in their movies.  If not 
this time, be ready because they want to bring it to this point.  A young lady who 
used to go to church here said she had a friend in the military and she was asking 
them about turning on American citizens and he said he was just going to follow 
orders.   
 
Notice the reporter guy said that the app was supposed to be a government 
program but that he found out the information was immediately sent to the 
police at the same time.  They are informed because they are the watchdogs to 
enforce quarantines and fines and restrict movement.  When they move to 
martial law the information will still be reported in the same way it will just go to 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=N81ve_NH7-c
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the military as well.  Because the surveillance system is ultimately a weapon 
against us, I believe the information will go out to all agencies, as it will be in the 
central database. 
 
With this system in place they will just keep making us get tested over and over to 
keep participating in society.  They control the system.  If you stand for Christ and 
recognize the world governments as the anti Christ beast system, what do you 
think your chances of being positive for Covid through this app are going to be?  It 
will be used to shut people up and limit their mobility and ruin their lives.  It is the 
ultimate targeting system.   
 
*Please play from 38:52 to 40:22  Jane Burgermeister shares from 2009 about 
their pandemic plans and their (the luciferians) plans for us.  She talks about them 
injecting people with the virus while pretending it is a vaccine to help them be 
healthy.  She said once the disease is in your bloodstream there is nothing you 
can do about it.  The guy conducting the interview clarifies that she is talking 
about two different scenarios:  the genocide scenario and the total control 
scenario.  She agreed.  Then she talks about the surveillance system the “WHO” 
(World Health Organization) already has in place.  She said as soon as we get our 
nano chips with all of our health information on them, that they will be able to 
track us by satellite and computers for the rest of our lives even if we 
survive.*(about 1.5 min’s) 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=PelTWCUmTsU 

 

They want total control.  They have this surveillance system in place already and 
are adding more to it all the time.  They want those nano chips in us.  They want 
to be sure they are in us through forced vaccination, if not this time they will just 
keep creating more scenarios and rolling them out on the world to get the world 
to comply.  They are about genocide and total control.  The same applies to their 
survelliance and tracking us, they keep updating their system and bringing more 
areas online with it all the time.  If they don’t achieve their goals this time, there 
will be a next time.  There will just be another fake war that they funded, another 
viral outbreak, another event that works for their plan of a NEW WORLD ORDER. 
 
CLOSING 

From the beginning of this plandemic they have rolled right over our rights.  And 

many people are fine with it as they have bought into the tag line “stay home and 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=PelTWCUmTsU
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save lives” or “follow the science.”  The science is paid for by the luciferic beast 

system to deceive the masses.  Our rights, our freedom, our privacy has all gone 

out the window.  They have been very crafty in how they have framed this whole 

thing around saving lives and caring about our fellow man.  If you don’t wear the 

mask you don’t love people and are a killer.  If you have a problem with 

quarantining while you are perfectly healthy then you are a hater of society.   

Rev.13:12 - And he ( it /  the false prophet) exerciseth all the power of the first 

beast before him (on its behalf), and causeth (makes / forces / requires) the earth 

and them which dwell therein to worship the first beast, whose deadly wound 

was healed. 

Some of the translations say ”it” when referring to the false prophet.  All I can 

make out of that is that what appears to be a human may not be.  The best 

looking candidate for the false prophet so far has been the pope.  He leads what is 

called the “mother church.”  It is named for Asherah, who was Nimrod’s wife and 

mother and started the mystery Babylon religion that all the world participates in 

today.  In Rev. chapter 17, she is called “Mother of harlots.” So “mother” church 

does fit. She is the religion who caused everyone to cheat on God.  She caused the 

world to serve satan. The Roman Catholic Church Christianized all things pagan, 

and said that they are good for Christians, when all the while they are an 

abomination to God.  Go to the church website, to the sermons page and look up 

Christmas and Easter and learn the truth about the Babylonian holidays that the 

world celebrates.   

Now the false prophet forces / requires those that live on the earth to worship 

the first beast.  There is no freedom in being forced to do something.  The first 

beast in various translations is also called an “it.”  It is a combination: a person or 

something that appears to be human and a system which is the world 

governments also called the beast system.  So the false prophet will head up the 

New World Order religious system.  There will be one religion.  Only one will 

receive worship on the earth at that time.  That is satan because the antichrist 

and the false prophet worship him and he is the one who gives them their power.  
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Remember satan wanted to be God and he wanted even Jesus to worship him.  

He will force the ones who love this world and love their lives to worship him.  He 

will never be God.  God gives us freewill to choose Him or not.  satan is trying 

desperately to be omniscient (all knowing), omnipresent (present everywhere at 

the same time) and omnipotent (all powerful).  God naturally is all of those things.  

satan is trying to achieve God status through a surveillance system, through 

technology and nanotechnology.  Trying to know everything through watching 

and listening to our every move.  Trying to hold all the power forcefully.  Trying to 

be present everywhere through technology sending thoughts and retrieving our 

thoughts too. 

Through this event you should be understanding how they are going to force that 

worship to come about.  They – the luciferic beast system, which is our 

governments, are just going to pass laws and mandates and force people to 

comply.  Many will do it easily because they still don’t understand what the beast 

system is.  They actually still believe that our governments care about us.  When 

the government is not in line with God’s Word then you certainly do not obey 

them. 

As a Christian, you should be able to see these scriptures coming into view.  If not, 

make sure you are saved and pray for God to help you to grow and open His Word 

to you. 

Who is going to worship this antichrist? 

Rev.13:8 – And all that dwell upon the earth (those that belong to this world) 

shall worship him (the antichrist), whose names are not written in the Book of Life 

of the Lamb slain from the foundation of the world.  

God knew the end from the beginning.  So He knew He was going to send Jesus to 

be our Sacrifice before the world was even made.  That’s why it says the Lamb 

slain from the foundation of the world.  All those that belong to this world will 

worship the antichrist. 

If you are a Christian then I want you to understand that they are going to keep 

pushing until sooner or later you are going to have to stand against the 
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government.  It is the beast system.  What was Nimrod doing at the Tower of 

Babel when God shut that project down and scattered the people and changed 

the languages?  He was building his empire, his government against God.  What 

was the system that destroyed the last physical standing Temple of God’s in 

Jerusalem?  The Roman government.  Remember that double headed phoenix 

wearing a crown.  Ruling over politics and religion. 

Big money has been pumped into this TRACE act.  They have spent too much 

money and time on their testing and tracing measures.  It isn’t just going to go 

away.  Next week we are going to hear from someone who was trained to be a 

contact tracer. 

Phil.4:7 - And the peace of God, which passeth all understanding, shall keep your 
hearts and minds through Christ Jesus.  
 
DO not be afraid, just make sure you belong to Christ and He will give you peace 
even in the midst of the storms of this life. 
 
PRAYER 

 

The Beast System Is Rising - #Don'tBeACovidiot! - Exposing Mystery Babylon 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=N81ve_NH7-c 
 

https://nvicadvocacy.org/members/Resources/OPPOSEHR6666.aspx 

 
https://www.congress.gov/bill/116th-congress/house-bill/6666/text 

Project Camelot interviews Jane Burgermeister 
 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=PelTWCUmTsU 

 

 

 

https://www.youtube.com/results?search_query=%23Don
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=N81ve_NH7-c
https://nvicadvocacy.org/members/Resources/OPPOSEHR6666.aspx
https://www.congress.gov/bill/116th-congress/house-bill/6666/text
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=PelTWCUmTsU

